Translations European (UK) Patents filed under Section 77(6)(a)

Section 77(6)(a)  Patents Act 1977

All entries in the Official Journal (Patents) since number 5143 (30.09.87).
first document affected  EP 0005732;  first entry in PRS on 30 September 1987

Date of issue of the Official Journal (Patents) in which the notice is published.

European (UK) patents published by the EPO in French or German are treated as patents granted under the Patents Act 1977 only if an English translation of the specification is filed with the UK Patent Office. Such translation is published by the UK Patent Office and for some circumstances may be treated as the authentic text for proceedings under the Act (see codes EP P GBC and EP P GBT8). The translation (and corresponding fee) must be filed within 3 months of the date of grant. This period may be extended.

see related codes  EP P